The monophyly of Nymphaeaceae (water lilies) represents a critical question in understanding the evolutionary history of early-diverging angiosperms. A recent plastid phylogenomic investigation claimed new evidence for the monophyly of Nymphaeaceae, but its results could not be verified from the available data. Moreover, preliminary gene-wise analyses of the same dataset provided partial support for the paraphyly of the family. The present investigation aims to re-assess the previous conclusion of the monophyly of Nymphaeaceae under the same dataset and to determine the congruence of the phylogenetic signal across different plastome genes and data partition strategies. To that end, phylogenetic tree inference is conducted on each of 78 protein-coding plastome genes, both individually and upon concatenation, and under four data partitioning schemes. Moreover, the possible effects of various sequence variability and homoplasy metrics on the inference of specific phylogenetic relationships are tested using multiple logistic regression. Differences in the variability of polymorphic sites across codon positions are assessed using parametric and non-parametric analysis of variance. The results of the phylogenetic reconstructions indicate considerable incongruence among the different gene trees as well as the data partitioning schemes. The results of the multiple logistic regression tests indicate that the fraction of polymorphic sites of codon position 3 has a significant effect on the recovery of the monophyly of Nymphaeaceae. Taken together, these results indicate that the monophyly of Nymphaeaceae currently remains indeterminate, and that specific phylogenetic conclusions are strongly dependent on the precise plastome gene, data partitioning scheme, and codon position evaluated. In closing, I discuss the importance of archiving all data of an investigation in publicly accessible data repositories, along with sufficient details to replicate the published results, and provide recommendations on future plastid phylogenomic investigations of Nymphaeales.
Introduction
The plant order Nymphaeales plays a pivotal role in our understanding of the evolutionary history of early-diverging angiosperms, with the phylogenetic position of the genus Nuphar being of particular interest. Upon the split between the earliest-diverging angiosperm Amborella and all other angiosperms, Nymphaeales likely represent the next branch-off within the flowering plants [1] [2] [3] . In its current taxonomic circumscription, Nymphaeales include three families with a total of eight genera: Nymphaeaceae (five genera; [4, 5] ), Cabombaceae (two genera; [6, 7] ), and Hydatellaceae (one genus; [8, 9] ). The species diversity of Nymphaeales is notably unequal: the paraphyletic genus Nymphaea comprises more than half of the species of the entire order (> 50 sp.; [4, 10] ), whereas the genera Brasenia and Cabomba (both Cabombaceae) as well as Victoria, Barclaya and Euryale (all Nymphaeaceae) each comprise at most five species. The Hydatellaceae comprise a single genus with 12 species (Trithuria; [9] ) and were identified as part of the water lily clade only recently [11, 12] . The exact phylogenetic relationships within Nymphaeales remain controversial, primarily due to the uncertain position of the genus Nuphar. Two recent plastid phylogenomic investigations have recovered Nuphar apart from the other Nymphaeaceae [13, 14] , whereas older molecular phylogenetic studies have inferred the genus as the earliest diverging lineage of the family, albeit with mixed phylogenetic signal [4, 15, 16] . The precise phylogenetic position of Nuphar affects the taxonomic status of Nymphaeaceae as a monophyletic group (Fig. 1) . A paraphyly of Nymphaeaceae would have considerable consequences for our understanding of macro-and micromorphological evolutionary processes within Nymphaeales and, by extension, the angiosperms as a whole [17] [18] [19] . Thus, the phylogenetic position of Nuphar and the question of monophyly of Nymphaeaceae is of considerable importance to evolutionary botany. A recent plastid phylogenomic investigation claimed new evidence for the monophyly of Nymphaeaceae but, upon closer examination, this evidence appears controversial and warrants a re-assessment. The recent study of He et al. [20] aimed to evaluate the intergeneric relationships within Nymphaeaceae using complete plastid genome sequences. It is the second investigation to employ complete plastid genome sequences for evaluating the evolutionary relationships within Nymphaeales and combined 12 previously published plastid genomes (as compiled in [13] ) with five newly sequenced ones. Among the primary aims of [20] was the objective to identify "the ideal rooting group and using it to elucidate the phylogenetic position of Nuphar and delimit intergeneric relationships within Nymphaeaceae family" ( [20] , p.2). To do so, the authors extracted coding regions of the 17 plastid genomes under study and reconstructed the phylogenetic relationships to determine the position of Nuphar and, by extension, the monophyly of Nymphaeaceae. Simultaneously, the authors tested the inclusion of other previously published plastid genomes to identify a suitable outgroup. By using this strategy, [20] recovered the genus Nuphar as the earliest divergence within Nymphaeaceae when only members of Hydatellaceae were used as an outgroup and concluded that the family was, thus, monophyletic. In fact, the authors asserted that, based on their results, the phylogenetic position of Nuphar was now "ascertained" ( [20] , p.16). However, upon closer evaluation of the study of [20] , several aspects of their phylogenetic analyses appear enigmatic. For example, essential information to examine or replicate their phylogenetic reconstructions is neither provided in their publication nor accessible through public databases. Moreover, preliminary results of gene-wise phylogenetic reconstructions on the same dataset recover Nymphaeaceae as paraphyletic under various genes, indicating that the conclusion of monophyly of Nymphaeaceae may be premature. Thus, a re-assessment of the phylogenetic conclusions reached by [20] is warranted.
The phylogenetic conclusions reached by [20] cannot be verified from the publicly available data. Several gaps concerning the phylogenetic analyses presented by [20] exist in the publicly accessible information. These gaps prevent other researchers from replicating their results and, by extension, verifying their phylogenetic conclusions. For example, the actual set of coding regions that [20] extracted from the 17 plastid genomes under study and employed for phylogeny reconstruction is currently indeterminate. As of 01-Mar-2019, this information is neither given in their publication nor has it been made available on publicly accessible databases such as TreeBASE [21] or Dryad (https://datadryad.org/; [22] ). It was possible to obtain the relevant information in a direct email correspondence with the authors of [20] , albeit with considerable confusion (see Methods). Similar uncertainty exists regarding the data partitioning schemes that were employed in several of their phylogenetic analyses. These schemes are not described beyond stating the software used for finding the optimal nucleotide substitution models of the partitions. Again, the publicly accessible information is insufficient for replicating the results and, by extension, verifying the conclusions. Moreover, potentially incorrect annotations of protein-coding sequences are present in some of the newly assembled plastid genomes of [20] as deposited to GenBank. These annotations contain internal stop codons that were not listed in their table of RNA editing sites and should, thus, have marked the end of their respective amino acid positions. If used without prior adjustment when extracting coding sequences for subsequent DNA alignment and phylogeny reconstruction, these annotations would have resulted in the inclusion of DNA sequences of incorrect length. However, since the DNA alignments analyzed by [20] have not been made publicly accessible either, it is not possible for other researchers to evaluate these concerns.
A re-assessment of the phylogenetic conclusions of [20] is also indicated because a preliminary, gene-wise analysis of the same dataset provided partial support for the paraphyly of Nymphaeaceae. In a preliminary evaluation of the results of [20] , gene-wise reconstructions of the phylogenetic history of Nymphaeales were conducted using the same dataset and the same tree inference algorithms. Despite the methodological equality to the original analyses, these reconstructions did not unanimously support the phylogenetic relationships reported by [20] . Instead, they indicated that different plastome genes supported different phylogenetic relationships between the input taxa (Table 1) . Among the ten protein-coding plastome genes with the highest level of parsimony-informative characters, six supported the placement of Nuphar as the earliest-diverging member of Nymphaeaceae and, by extension, the monophyly of the family (hypothesis A in Fig. 1 ). By contrast, three genes indicated that Nuphar was sister to Cabombaceae (hypothesis B in Fig. 1 ) and Nymphaeaceae, thus paraphyletic. One gene recovered Nuphar as the earliest diverging lineage of a clade comprising Cabombaceae and the remaining Nymphaeaceae, again rendering Nymphaeaceae paraphyletic (hypothesis C in Fig. 1 ). Given these results, the conclusion by [20] that the monophyly of Nymphaeaceae had been ascertained may be premature. Instead, the preliminary results suggest that a re-evaluation of the phylogenetic relationships of Nymphaeaceae and Cabombaceae with particular emphasis on gene-wise phylogenetic signal and fine-scale data partitioning is warranted.
In the present investigation, the same dataset of 17 complete plastid genomes as analyzed by [20] is re-evaluated to corroborate their conclusion of monophyly of Nymphaeaceae. Phylogenetic reconstructions on 78 protein-coding genes encoded in the plastid genome are conducted, both on a gene-by-gene basis as well as on a multi-gene alignment. This multi-gene alignment constitutes a concatenation of the 78 plastome genes and is analyzed under four different, a priori defined data partitioning schemes. In order to determine potential factors behind the conflicting phylogenetic signal between the different genes, a series of sequence variability and homoplasy metrics is calculated on each of the 78 genes, including the proportion of polymorphic sites for each codon position. Possible effects between any of these sequence variability/homoplasy metrics and the tree inference results for each gene are explored by using multiple logistic regression models. Moreover, differences in the variability of polymorphic sites across codon positions as well as the significance of these differences are assessed using parametric and non-parametric analysis of variance. Particular attention is given to the documentation of the individual analysis steps and their results. Specifically, each of the DNA alignments, partition schemes, and phylogenetic trees analyzed is made publicly available for future re-analysis. Table 1 . Results of the preliminary evaluation of sequence variability and homoplasy metrics of ten protein-coding plastome genes as well as the congruence of their gene-wise phylogenetic reconstruction results with the phylogenetic hypotheses of Fig. 1 . The genes evaluated represent the ten genes with the highest level of parsimony-informative characters among the total of 78 protein-coding plastome genes evaluated in this investigation. Abbreviations used: Polymorphic = fraction of polymorphic sites; Informative = fraction of parsimony-informative sites; CI = consistency index; RI = retention index; P-distance = maximum uncorrected p-distance; Hypo = hypothesis. The present investigation aims to identify possible factors behind the incongruent phylogenetic signal of different plastome genes of Nymphaeales using an expanded set of analyses compared to [20] . Through the application of gene-wise phylogenetic reconstructions and multivariate statistical analyses, this investigation does not merely replicate the analyses of [20] . Instead, the analyses performed here go beyond the original analyses and attempt to identify possible factors causing the incongruent phylogenetic signal between different plastome genes. Specifically, I aim to answer four different questions which enable the assessment of the phylogenetic conclusions of [20] and simultaneously point to future directions for reconstructing unresolved relationships within Nymphaeales. These questions are: (i) Are the results of phylogenetic inference performed on individual plastome genes congruent across genes? (ii) Do sequence variability and homoplasy metrics of the plastome genes have statistically significant effects on the results of phylogenetic inference performed on these genes? (iii) Are the results of phylogenetic inference performed on the multi-gene alignment congruent under different data partitioning schemes? (iv) Has the monophyly of Nymphaeaceae been ascertained given the plastid genome data analyzed by [20] ?
Gene

Results
Incongruence among phylogenetic trees inferred under different genes
The phylogenetic trees inferred under individual gene alignments were found to be incongruent across the different genes of the plastid genome ( Table 2) . Of the 78 genes analyzed, 30 supported phylogenetic hypothesis A, 23 supported hypothesis B, and 15 supported hypothesis C. Reconstructions on the remaining ten genes resulted either in phylogenetic trees that were incongruent with either of the three phylogenetic hypotheses or in trees that contained polytomies at the relevant nodes and, thus, did not allow the determination of congruence with either hypothesis. Hence, the majority of the 78 protein-coding plastome genes that were congruent with any of the three phylogenetic hypotheses postulated supported the paraphyly of Nymphaeaceae. The best ML trees for each of the 78 gene-wise reconstructions are displayed in FigureS1.
Effects between recovered phylogenetic relationships
The relative model fit of different logistic regression models indicated that the fraction of polymorphic sites of codon position 3 had a significant effect on the recovery of the monophyly of Nymphaeaceae during phylogeny inference (Table 3) . Specifically, the addition of a parameter that specifies an effect of the fraction of polymorphic sites of codon position 3 on the recovery of phylogenetic hypothesis A was found to significantly increase the fit of the model (p-value < 0.01). Under the AIC, the difference between this model and the null model was considerably larger than for any other model comparison (∆AIC = 10.51). No other addition of effect parameters was found to increase model fit to the data significantly. The relative fit of the tested models under the AIC and the LRT, and the significance value of the likelihood ratio statistic of each model comparison in relation to a χ 2 distribution are given in Table 3 . The results of calculating the different sequence variability and homoplasy metrics as well as the fractions of polymorphic sites of the three codon positions across the 78 protein-coding plastome genes under study which are the basis for the tests of possible effects on the phylogenetic tree inference as well as the overall and pairwise comparisons of the mean fraction values are given in TableS1 and TableS2. 
Difference of polymorphic sites across codon positions
A comparison among the fractions of polymorphic sites of the three codon positions indicated that the fraction of codon position 3 is consistently higher than, and significantly different from, that of the other codon positions. Specifically, the fraction of polymorphic sites of codon position 3 was found to be consistently higher than the fraction of polymorphic sites of either codon position 1 or 2 across each of the 78 protein-coding plastome genes under study (Fig. 2) . The concomitant evaluation of a significant difference between the fraction means of each codon position using one-way ANOVA and a Kruskal-Wallis test indicated that the fractions of polymorphic sites are significantly different across the three codon positions (ANOVA p-value < 0.01; Kruskal-Wallis p-value < 0.01). Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon rank-sum tests indicated significant differences between mean fraction values when comparisons involved codon position 3 (p-value < 0.01 for both such comparisons; Fig. 3 ). 
Incongruence among relationships under different partitioning schemes
Phylogenetic tree inference on the multi-gene alignment recovered incongruent relationships under different data partitioning schemes (Figs. 4, 5) . Generally, the phylogenetic reconstructions resulted in highly resolved trees under different data partitioning schemes, with almost all clades exhibiting full branch support. However, the reconstructions displayed incongruence regarding the monophyly of Nymphaeaceae across the different schemes. Reconstructions that were either unpartitioned, partitioned by gene, or partitioned by both gene and codon position recovered relationships consistent with phylogenetic hypothesis A and, thus, supported the monophyly of Nymphaeaceae (Figs. 4a,b,d , 5a,b,d). Reconstructions that were partitioned by codon alone, by contrast, recovered relationships consistent with hypothesis B and, thus, supported the paraphyly of the family (Figs. 4c, 5c ). This difference in reconstruction results was seen under both ML (Fig. 4) and BI (Fig. 5 ) tree inference. Bootstrap and posterior probability support for the nodes determining congruence with either hypothesis was mostly below 80% or 0.80, respectively. Specifically, the recovery of relationships consistent with hypothesis A received low support under partitioning by gene during ML inference (BS=63%; Fig. 4b ) but maximum support under unpartitioned analysis and partitioning by gene during BI inference (PP=1.0; Fig. 5a,b) . By contrast, the recovery of relationships consistent with hypothesis B received low support under partitioning by codon during ML inference (BS=62%; Fig. 4c ) and intermediate support under the same partitioning scheme during BI inference (PP=0.78; Fig. 5c ).
Monophyly versus paraphyly of Nymphaeaceae
Based on the phylogenetic reconstructions performed in this investigation, the monophyly of Nymphaeaceae must currently be considered indeterminate. Specifically, the phylogenetic position of the genus Nuphar in relation to the rest of Nymphaeaceae and Cabombaceae was found to be dependent on the precise plastome genes analyzed as well as on the data partitioning schemes applied. For example, of the 78 protein-coding plastome genes analyzed, phylogenetic reconstructions on 30 of them support the monophyly of Nymphaeaceae, whereas reconstructions on 38 others support relationships that render Nymphaeaceae paraphyletic (Table 2) , often with maximum resampling support (FigureS1). Similarly, reconstructions conducted without data partitioning, under partitioning by gene, and under partitioning by both gene and codon position supported Nuphar as the earliest diverging branch within Nymphaeaceae, rendering Nymphaeaceae monophyletic, whereas reconstructions conducted under partitioning by codon consistently recovered Nuphar as sister to Cabombaceae, rendering the family paraphyletic (Figs. 4, 5 ). However, in many of these reconstructions, the position of Nuphar was recovered with only intermediate or weak resampling support, making conclusions on the monophyly of Nymphaeaceae speculative.
Discussion
Phylogenetic incongruence among plastome genes
Considerable phylogenetic incongruence can exist among the genes of the plastid genome, which necessitates customized phylogenetic analyses in plastid phylogenomic studies. Incongruent phylogenetic signal among the genes of the plastome has been reported from an increasing number of investigations [23] [24] [25] [26] . Such incongruence can have a considerable impact on phylogeny reconstructions and may even lead to cases where relationships among divergent lineages are driven by only a handful of genes [27] . Given reports of chimeric plastome sequences [28, 29] and recombination-based plastid gene conversion [30, 31] , it appears that the different sections of a plastid genome may not always evolve as the same molecule across time. Instead, positive selection of individual plastome genes [26, 32] , gene conversion due to recombination-dependent replication [31] , and biparental plastome inheritance [33, 34] may result in discordant gene phylogenies [28, 29] . 
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According to our results, phylogenetic incongruence among the genes of the plastome affects the phylogenetic placement of Nuphar within Nymphaeales. The presence of incongruent phylogenetic signal among plastome genes can unlikely be counteracted by the adjustment of a single parameter but requires the application of fine-scale data partitioning and coalescent methods of phylogeny inference [1, 35] . Moreover, future investigations on plastid phylogenomics need to assume the possibility that the individual genes of the plastome do not form a single linkage group (contrary to, for example, [36] ) and, thus, do not necessarily result in the same tree topology upon gene-wise phylogeny inference [28, 29] . Instead, the divergent evolutionary processes shaping the history of a plastid genome and its individual genes should be appropriately modeled during phylogeny inference [1, 37] , for example through the application of multispecies coalescent analyses [38] .
Phylogenetic incongruence among codon positions
To evaluate and account for the effect of codon position on phylogenetic inference, data partitioning relative to codon position was applied in the present investigation. Considerable differences in base composition, substitution rates, GC content, and substitutional saturation among codon positions of individual plastome genes have been reported [39, 40] . Among the three codon positions, the third position has been found to display particularly high levels of compositional heterogeneity, which can result in aberrant phylogenetic signal [41] [42] [43] . Moreover, several investigations reported incongruence between phylogenetic reconstructions based on the signal of only the third codon position compared to reconstructions on the first and second codon position [39, 44] . The removal of third codon position data from the alignment of protein-coding genes is, thus, a commonly employed strategy in phylogenetic investigations of early-diverging plant lineages ( [45] [46] [47] , but see [48] ). The first and second codon positions are subject to functional constraints of the resulting amino acids and typically display lower rates of substitution and, by extension, homoplasy [42, 49] . However, third codon positions often represent a large proportion of the variable sites in most plastome alignments, and their exclusion may result in a drop of phylogenetic signal [39] . Fine-scale data partitioning that assigns different nucleotide substitution models and, thus, separate base and substitution rates to the individual codon positions constitutes an effective solution [35, 50] . Hence, data partitioning strategies that model individual codon positions by assuming that nucleotide frequencies and substitutions occur as independent draws from codon-specific probability distributions were employed in the present investigation. Specifically, I treated each codon position independently either (a) across but not within genes (i.e., three partitions, one for each codon position; Figs. 4c, 5c), or (b) both across and within genes (i.e., three times as many partitions as genes analyzed; Figs. 4d, 5d). Such partitioning strategies have been shown to infer phylogenetic relationships of early-diverging angiosperms more reliably than models incognizant of codon position [1, 51] .
Outgroup selection
The selection of Hydatellaceae as sole outgroup when reconstructing the phylogenetic relationships of Nymphaeaceae and Cabombaceae represents a suboptimal choice due to the high risk of homoplasy. In their study, He et al. [20] argue that the past uncertainty of intergeneric relationships within Nymphaeaceae may largely have been the results of the selection of inappropriate outgroups. Specifically, they claim that "[t]he proximity of Hydatellaceae to the ingroup, containing Cabombaceae and Nymphaeaceae, makes it a fundamental root in defining character homology in Nuphar and the other genera" ( [20] , p.13). This statement has merit in principle but is challenged by the empirical results of several recent investigations. While it is true that an appropriate outgroup should be closely related to the ingroup, the more meaningful aspect is the low genetic distance that normally exists between closely related groups of species [52] . Taxa that display a high number of autapomorphic changes to the ingroup are poor choices as an outgroup because they increase the rate of homoplasy between in-and outgroup and, by extension, the probability for long-branch attraction [53, 54] . The latter scenario appears to be the case when attempting to reconstruct the phylogenetic relationships of Nymphaeaceae and Cabombaceae while using members of its sister clade Hydatellaceae as outgroup. A high amount of character change exists between the ingroup (Nymphaeaceae and Cabombaceae) and its potential outgroup (Hydatellaceae), as evidenced by the large patristic distance between the two groups [13, 14] . In fact, [13] (Fig. 2a therein) , [14] (Fig. 6 therein) , and [20] (Fig. S2 therein) indicate a considerable amount of nucleotide differences between Nymphaeaceae/Cabombaceae and Hydatellaceae: in the phylogenetic trees reported by each of these investigations, Hydatellaceae are characterized by numerous autapomorphies, as illustrated by long branches between the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of all Nymphaeales and the MRCA of Trithuria. The use of Hydatellaceae, or rather the currently available plastid genomes thereof, as an outgroup for reconstructing the phylogenetic relationships of Nymphaeaceae is, thus, inadvisable because it likely increases the level of homoplasy during tree inference.
The use of Amborella in addition to further taxa of Hydatellaceae as outgroup may be an important aspect in future phylogenomic investigations of Nymphaeaceae and Cabombaceae. The use of only the currently available plastid genomes of Hydatellaceae as outgroup is not advisable for plastid phylogenomic reconstruction of Nymphaeaceae and Cabombaceae because it carries a notable risk of inferring incorrect relationships due to homoplasy. At the same time, few, if any, arguments exist against the selection of the plastid genome of Amborella or other early-diverging angiosperms when reconstructing the relationships of this plant lineage. The observation that clade support increases under the selection of Hydatellaceae as outgroup [20] is not a sufficient argument against the selection of Amborella or other early-diverging angiosperms because phylogenetic resampling support represents a metric relative to the dataset in use [55] . Graham et al. [54] reported that a randomly-selected outgroup preferentially rooted the ingroup on long terminal ingroup branches. Similarly, [56] and [57] reported zones of parameter space in which outgroups would consistently but incorrectly fail to join with a short branch of an ingroup tree. Future plastid genomic investigations of Nymphaeales should, therefore, aim to include plastid genomes of Amborella or other early-diverging angiosperms outside Nymphaeales as well as of Hydatellaceae, provided that additional plastid genomes of Trithuria are generated, as long as they do not display high levels of autapomorphic characters compared to the ingroup. For example, the inclusion of one representative of each of the four sections of the genus Trithuria could be included in future investigations in order minimize the level of homoplasy between the divergent family of Hydatellaceae and the rest of the plant order. Such an inclusion would also benefit the ongoing evaluation of the species diversity of Hydatellaceae, which was recently reported as strongly underestimated [58] .
Public data archiving
Researchers should make all efforts to store the data required to arrive at the conclusions of their investigation in publicly accessible data repositories, along with sufficient details to replicate and assess the published results. The study of [20] provides valuable information on codon usage bias and RNA editing in Nymphaeales. For example, the finding that RNA editing sites exhibit a phylogenetic pattern in which specific editing sites coincide with clades of Nymphaeaceae merits special attention. The study of [20] also addresses the important issue of the monophyly of Nymphaeaceae. However, the validity of the phylogenetic conclusions reached by [20] cannot be assessed directly because their study lacks essential information to replicate their analyses and, by extension, evaluate the results presented. Specifically, the actual set of coding regions extracted from the 17 plastid genomes under study, the precise data partitioning schemes employed, as well as the exact DNA alignments analyzed, were not provided as part of their publication, nor made publicly accessible in common data repositories such as TreeBASE or Dryad (as of 01-Mar-2019). Proper documentation and public archiving of all research results and analysis files constitute one of the primary prerequisites for reproducible and transparent research, particularly in molecular and evolutionary biology [59, 60] . In phylogenomic investigations, the concept of meticulous documentation and public archiving of all analysis and result files is particularly critical because the multi-step bioinformatic analyses that are common in phylogenomic research display a high sensitivity to the precise settings and parameter values employed, often affecting downstream analyses and, ultimately, the final results [61] . To promote the documentation and accessibility of primary research data, many scientific journals have adopted policies that require authors to store all newly generated data in publicly accessible archives as a condition for publication [62, 63] . Similarly, recent investigations have devised and recommended procedures to record detailed analysis settings in order to allow other researchers to replicate both the analyses and the presented results, and use them as benchmarks to refine their own analyses [60, 61] . The overall objective of these policies and guidelines is to ensure the widest possible accessibility of all relevant data of a published study and to promote re-evaluation, re-usability, and re-purposing of that data [64] . In the spirit of this objective, all research data generated and analyzed as part of this investigation has been publicly archived at, and made available for re-analysis from, Zenodo, including all DNA alignments, data partition schemes, tree inference files, and phylogenetic trees analyzed.
Materials and Methods
Assembly of original dataset
The assembly of the original dataset of [20] was not possible based on the published information alone; only email correspondence with the authors provided the necessary information on the identity of the protein-coding genes under study. To re-assess the phylogenetic conclusions presented in [20] , I aimed to assemble the same dataset as analyzed in their study by extracting the set of 66 protein-coding genes that the authors cited as being the basis for their phylogenetic analyses. Specifically, the authors stated that the "Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Bayesian Inference (BI) phylogenetic tree was based on 66 protein codon [sic!] genes" ( [20] , p.10). This number of genes is notably smaller than the 79 unique protein-coding genes that [13] , as well as [20] themselves, reported as the full gene complement for the plastid genomes of Nymphaeaceae. Unfortunately, no indication as to the precise identity of these 66 genes is provided in their publication. Thus, the task of assembling the same dataset as analyzed by [20] was impossible to conduct without requesting additional information from the authors. Consequently, the first and corresponding authors of [20] were contacted to provide information on the identity of the protein-coding genes used in their study. The ensuing email correspondence with one of the first authors on 25-Jan-2019 and 26-Jan-2019 initially informed me that not 66, but a total of 73 protein-coding genes had been extracted from the plastid genomes and concatenated for their phylogenetic analyses. A set of seven protein-coding genes present in all plastid genomes of Nymphaeaceae would, thus, not have been included in their original analyses. Upon a request for clarification, the earlier information was revised, and I was informed that a total of 78 protein-coding genes had been extracted from the plastid genomes and concatenated for phylogenetic analysis. Thus, all but one protein-coding gene present in the full plastome gene complement of Nymphaeales (i.e., clpP) would have been included in the original analyses of [20] . For the present investigation, this latest clarification by the authors of [20] was assumed to be correct and used for the assembly of the original dataset.
Manual correction of annotations
Upon assembly of the original dataset of [20] , genes were evaluated and corrected for potentially incorrect annotations. The annotations of four different protein-coding genes of the plastid genomes of Barclaya kunstleri (GenBank accession number KY392762) and Euryale ferox (KY392765) were identified to be potentially incorrect. For example, the annotations of the genes atpH and rpl22 in the plastid genome of Barclaya kunstleri displayed internal stop codons that should have marked the end of their amino acid sequences; the coding sequences of these two genes were 21 nucleotides (i.e., 7 amino acids) and 9 nucleotides (i.e., 3 amino acids), respectively, longer than permitted under a default reading frame. Similarly, the annotations of the genes atpA and rpoA in the plastid genome of Euryale ferox displayed internal stop codons that should have marked the end of their amino acid sequences; the two genes were 9 nucleotides (i.e., 3 amino acids) and 21 nucleotides (i.e., 7 amino acids) too long, respectively. None of these cases is likely the result of RNA editing, as the particular stop codon positions do not occur in any other plastid genome under study, nor were they included by [20] in the list of nucleotide positions affected by RNA editing. Each of these presumably incorrect annotations was, thus, corrected manually using Geneious v.10.2.3 [65] prior to extracting their DNA sequences for gene-wise DNA alignment. Without such corrections, the gene-wise DNA alignments, as well as the subsequent phylogenetic analyses, would carry the risk of being biased due to an incorrect length of the extracted sequences.
DNA sequence extraction and alignment
All protein-coding genes were extracted and aligned on a gene-by-gene basis using an automated alignment procedure. Each of the 78 protein-coding genes analyzed by [20] was bioinformatically extracted from existing GenBank records and then aligned based on their amino acid sequences using a two-step procedure. Both steps were automated by script 9 of the pipeline of [61] . First, the genes were extracted from the most recent GenBank records of the plastid genomes of the 17 species under study. The hypothetical plastome genes ycf15 and ycf68 as well as the plastome open reading frames orf42 and orf56 were not extracted due to their uncertain gene status (reviewed in [13] ). Similarly, gene clpP was not extracted, as this gene had not been included in the analyses of [20] . Upon extraction, the sequences were grouped by gene name, translated from nucleotides to amino acids, aligned gene by gene based on their amino acid sequences using MAFFT v.7.309 [66] under default settings (gap open penalty of 1.23, automatic determination of sequence direction and best alignment algorithm), back-translated to nucleotide sequences, and saved as individual gene alignments. Thus, a total of 78 DNA sequence alignments, each representing a different protein-coding gene, was saved for subsequent phylogenetic analyses. At the same time, a multi-gene alignment was generated by concatenating the individual gene alignments in the same gene order as found in the actual plastid genomes, which is possible due to the conserved gene synteny among the plastid genomes of Nymphaeales [61] . All 78 gene-wise DNA alignments, as well as the concatenated multi-gene alignment, have been deposited to, and made available for re-analysis via, Zenodo (https://zenodo.org/record/2613673).
Due to small methodological differences in the alignment process, the multi-gene DNA alignment analyzed in this investigation may be different from its counterpart in [20] . The present investigation is applying an alignment procedure that has small advantages over more commonly employed plastid phylogenomic alignment procedures and may, thus, result in a slightly different DNA sequence alignment than the one generated and analyzed by [20] . However, since the alignment of [20] has not been made publicly accessible as part of their publication, it is not possible to make firm statements regarding such differences. The application of particularly two methodological aspects may have resulted in different alignments: (a) In the present investigation, the DNA sequences were automatically aligned before concatenating the individual genes. Gene-wise alignments of phylogenomic data can be a time-intensive and error-prone process unless automated [67] . Automated gene-by-gene alignment ensures that any insertion or deletion at the 5' or 3' ends of a coding region does not result in an overlap of different genes in the resulting multi-gene alignment, which would not be the case when aligning the genes after their concatenation. (b) In the present investigation, the DNA sequences were aligned based on their amino acid, not on their nucleotide sequences, which some contemporary plastid phylogenomic studies continue to do (e.g., [68, 69] ). Conducting the alignment on amino acid instead of nucleotide sequences ensures that the trinucleotide reading frame of codons is preserved and, thus, insertions/deletions are always a multiple of three. Both methodological aspects represent beneficial policies in plastid phylogenomic alignment procedures, especially if automated bioinformatically [61] .
Sequence variability and homoplasy metrics
For each alignment under study, a series of sequence variability and homoplasy metrics was calculated to explore possible effects on the phylogenetic trees inferred from the different plastome genes. Indices of sequence variability, substitution rates, and homoplasy are important measures to characterize genomic regions [70, 71] . In the present investigation, a total of eleven sequence variability and homoplasy metrics was calculated for each of the 78 gene-wise DNA alignments under study. The selected indices of sequence variability are quantitative metrics and aim to characterize the magnitude of the fluctuations among aligned DNA sequences [72, 73] ; they are: the fraction of polymorphic sites in the alignment, the fraction of parsimony-informative sites in the alignment, and the maximum uncorrected p-distance between sequences of the alignment. The selected indices of homoplasy are also quantitative metrics and aim to characterize the magnitude of the homoplastic character changes across aligned DNA sequences [74] ; they are: the consistency index [75] , the retention index [76] , and the rescaled consistency index [76] . Moreover, I calculated the fraction of polymorphic sites for each of the three codon positions in the alignments. Differential substitution rates among the three codon positions and an effect on phylogeny inference have been reported in several investigations [77, 78] , including those of plastid genome evolution among land plants [39, 43] . Each of these sequence variability and homoplasy metrics may represent a potential explanatory variable for the incongruent phylogenetic signal between the different plastome genes of Nymphaeales. It is, thus, important to evaluate if the results of gene-wise phylogenetic inference correlate with any of the calculated sequence variability and homoplasy metrics at a statistically significant level. All sequence variability and homoplasy metrics were inferred in R v.3.5.1 [79] using the R packages ape v.5. 
DNA model selection
For each DNA sequence alignment under study, the best-fitting nucleotide substitution model was inferred in R. Specifically, for each of the 78 gene-wise alignments as well as for the multi-gene alignment, R package phangorn was employed to compare the fit of different nucleotide substitution models to the sequence data. The sample-size corrected Akaike information criterion [83] was used as the selection criterion for best fit among the tested models. The best-fitting nucleotide substitution model identified for each alignment is given in TableS1.
Phylogenetic inference
To re-assess the phylogenetic conclusions of [20] , the evolutionary relationships of the study taxa were reconstructed under the gene-wise alignments and the multi-gene alignment. Multiple investigations have reported incongruence between different genes or sections of the plastid genome [24, 26] . The preliminary analyses of this investigation indicated a similar incongruence (Table 1) . Hence, the phylogenetic congruence between individual genes of Nymphaeales plastid genomes was evaluated by reconstructing the phylogenetic relationships among the 17 study taxa under each of the 78 individual gene alignments as well as the multi-gene alignment. Phylogenetic inference under the individual gene alignments was conducted via the maximum likelihood (ML) inference criterion in R. Specifically, script 11 of the pipeline of [61] was employed to conduct phylogenetic tree inference under ML, including the evaluation of branch support via the calculation of 100 bootstrap (BS) replicates. To render the best ML trees of different genes visually comparable, the phylogram with the highest likelihood score of each gene was converted to an ultrametric tree via the penalized likelihood approach of the R package ape and a root age of 1. Phylogenetic inference under the multi-gene alignment was conducted via ML as well as the Bayesian inference (BI) criterion. Inference via ML was conducted with RAxML v.8.2.9 [84] using the thorough ML optimization option. Branch support under ML was calculated via 1,000 BS replicates using the rapid BS algorithm [85] . Inference via BI was conducted with MrBayes v.3.2.5 [86] using two parallel Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) runs for a total 20 million generations. The initial 75% of all MCMC trees were discarded as burn-in, and post-burn-in trees were summarized as a majority rule consensus tree, with branch support given as posterior probability (PP) values. Best-fitting nucleotide substitution models were specified for phylogenetic inference under individual gene alignments; specifically, the best-fitting model of the gene under study was employed. The post-burnin posterior tree distributions and the MCC trees of the phylogenetic analyses under BI as well as the trees with the highest likelihood scores and the bootstrap replicate trees of the phylogenetic analyses under ML have been deposited to, and made available for re-analysis from, Zenodo.
Data partitioning
Four different partitioning strategies were applied during phylogenetic inference to evaluate the impact of data partitioning as well as of the individual codon positions on the phylogenetic conclusions. An effect of different partitioning schemes on the phylogenetic reconstruction of Nymphaeales has been reported by [13] . Similarly, a measurable impact of different codon positions on the phylogenetic reconstruction of basal angiosperms was reported by citeYangEtAl2007. Both studies highlight the importance of data partitioning in plastid phylogenomic analyses of early-diverging flowering plants.
To explore the dependence of the phylogenetic conclusions reached here and by [20] to data partitioning, four different partitioning strategies were applied during phylogeny reconstruction. First, phylogenetic analyses were conducted on an unpartitioned matrix in which the entire multi-gene DNA alignment was analyzed under the nucleotide substitution model GTR+I+G; a single partition was analyzed under this strategy. Second, phylogenetic analyses were conducted on a partitioned matrix in which each of the 78 protein-coding genes was analyzed under its best-fitting nucleotide substitution model; a total of 78 partitions were analyzed under this strategy. Third, phylogenetic analyses were conducted on a partitioned matrix in which each of the three codon positions across the alignment was grouped into a separate partition; a total of three partitions were analyzed under this strategy. Fourth, phylogenetic analyses were conducted on a partitioned matrix in which each of the 78 protein-coding genes, as well as each of the three codon positions across these genes, were grouped into separate partitions; a total of 234 partitions was analyzed under this strategy. Each of these partitioning strategies was applied in phylogenetic reconstructions via ML and BI. Taken together, this diverse set of partitioning schemes allows the evaluation of phylogenetic congruence among and across individual genes of the plastid genome while simultaneously accounting for the effect of codon position on phylogenetic inference. The input files for tree inference which specify each of the four data partitioning schemes analyzed, have been deposited to, and made available for re-analysis from, Zenodo.
Effects of sequence variability metrics on phylogenetic inference
Logistic regression models were employed to explore potential effects of the sequence variability and homoplasy metrics inferred for each gene alignment on the relationships recovered under gene-wise phylogeny inference. To assess and identify shared factors among the genes that encode for specific phylogenetic relationships of Nymphaeaceae (i.e., hypotheses A, B or C in Fig. 1 ), a series of multiple logistic regression models were defined and their fit to the data evaluated. Specifically, I tested for statistically significant effects of the sequence variability/homoplasy metrics calculated from the individual gene alignments on the phylogenetic relationships inferred from the same genes. The recovered relationships constitute the dependent variables of the models, whereas the sequence variability/homoplasy metrics constitute the independent variables. The models defined comprised a null and several alternative models. The null model specified no effects by any of the sequence variability/homoplasy metrics, whereas the most complex of the alternative models specified effects by all of them. Models more complex than the null model were generated automatically through the stepwise addition of individual sequence variability/homoplasy metrics. Likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) and the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [87] were used as selection criteria for identifying best model fit in pairwise comparisons among the specified models. A significance threshold of α = 0.01 was defined for evaluating the significance of the likelihood ratio statistic in relation to a χ 2 distribution. This setup allowed me to evaluate if any of the sequence variability/homoplasy metrics correlated with specific relationships recovered under gene-wise phylogeny reconstructions and, by extension, if any of the metrics represented an explanatory variable for the incongruent phylogenetic signal between the plastome genes. All tests and model specifications were conducted in R using the in-built functions on generalized linear models and the R package car v.3.0 [88] .
Comparison of polymorphic sites across codon positions
To assess the variability within, and the difference between, the fraction of polymorphic sites of the three codon positions, two different analyses/visualizations were conducted. First, the variability of the fraction of polymorphic sites of each codon position was visualized across all 78 protein-coding plastome genes in R using the R package ggplot2 v.3.1.0 [89] . This visualization allows the determination if one of the three fractions is consistently higher than the other two. Second, the difference between the three codon positions with regard to the fraction of polymorphic sites was evaluated via pairwise comparisons of their mean fraction values using Wilcoxon rank-sum tests and via overall comparisons using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) as parametric and a Kruskal-Wallis test as non-parametric statistical tests. These tests were conducted in R using the in-built statistics functions and the R package ggpubr v.0.2 [90] . A significance threshold of α = 0.01 was defined for evaluating the significance of the mean comparisons.
Conclusions
The present investigation aimed to re-assess the conclusion of monophyly of Nymphaeaceae as presented by [20] by re-analyzing their dataset and performing additional phylogenetic reconstructions and multivariate statistical analyses. Specifically, I aimed to assess if the plastid phylogenomic reconstructions were congruent across different plastome genes and different data partitioning schemes, and which factors might be associated with potential cases of incongruence. Given the results of the present investigation, the conclusion by [20] that the phylogenetic position of Nuphar had now been ascertained and the monophyly of Nymphaeaceae resolved with convincing statistical support cannot be corroborated. Instead, considerable incongruence among the phylogenetic relationships of Nymphaeales inferred from different plastome genes and under different data partitioning schemes was identified. In fact, the results indicate that the phylogenetic signal among different plastome genes and the variability among the codon positions of these genes is strongly heterogeneous, and that even fine-scale data partitioning is insufficient to account for the conflicting phylogenetic signal. Furthermore, the results of this investigation suggest that the previous recovery of Nymphaeaceae as monophyletic [20] may have been primarily supported by the highly dynamic and possibly homoplastic third codon positions of the protein-coding plastome genes. Future plastid phylogenomic investigations on the evolutionary history of Nymphaeales should aim to evaluate and compare the precise phylogenetic signal among the coding regions under study. Likewise, a more extensive taxon sampling is advisable for future investigations of Nymphaeales, in particular with regard to species of the family Hydatellaceae which may a considerable influence on the phylogenetic placement of the genus Nuphar and, by extension, the inference of monophyly of Nymphaeaceae due to their long patristic distance between stem and crown node. Finally, future investigations should make all efforts to archive the data required to assess their analyses and conclusions in sufficient detail in publicly accessible repositories. In summary, I concur with the final conclusion of [20] that additional research on the phylogenetic history of Nymphaeales is needed.
phylogenetic tree inference as well as the overall and pairwise comparisons of the mean fraction values using parametric and non-parametric statistical tests. Also displayed are the best-fitting nucleotide substitution models identified for each of the plastome genes under study. Abbreviations are used as in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Table  S2 : Results of calculating eight different sequence variability and homoplasy metrics that form the basis for the multiple logistic regression tests of possible effects on the phylogenetic tree inference. Abbreviations are used as in Tables 1, 2 
